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President Welcome
After such a challenging period, it is great to
be back on campus! This report reflects our
achievements over the last 12 months and our
aspirations for the future.
Over the past few months, the Students’ Union
has worked extremely hard to ensure that your
experience during Welcome 2021 and your first
semester is the best that it can be. We have
worked in partnership with the University to ensure
that students have access to great opportunities,
support, and resources upon their arrival and
during their studies.
We hope to have a number of campaigns,
projects and events running this year. One of
which I am hoping to launch this year called
Culture Fusion. Culture Fusion is an umbrella
banner within which the SU hosts a series of
events, highlighting different aspects of cultural
activities; simply ‘celebrating the diversity within
the student body’. I hope this will be part of my
legacy for the Students’ Union!

Students’ safety, wellbeing and happiness are
some of our key priorities. We welcome and
celebrate students of all backgrounds and
identities and most importantly, we are here
to listen to you; the good, the bad, the funny
and the sad.
I am excited for the upcoming year. We have
a new Strategic Plan and we are excited
to work with the University and external
agencies to help us deliver great services
that improve the overall student experience.
Finally, the whole Officer team, Tobi, Lere,
Angel and myself would like to wish you a
fantastic time as a student here and we hope
to see you around.
We are proudly Wolverhampton. We are
proudly on your side and we are proudly at
the heart of the student community!

As a woman from the Islamic faith, living with
Multiple Sclerosis, my long-term vision is to deliver
inclusive services and to champion hidden
disabilities. Representation of your identification
makes your presence speak louder sometimes. It
is why I have chosen to speak about my Disability
so I can relate to a larger audience, motivate
students and raise awareness.

Tayabah Mahmood
SU President 21/22
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About your SU
Just like everyone all around
the world, the University of
Wolverhampton Students’ Union had
to react and adapt due to the global
pandemic. In an ever-changing
social landscape, as an organisation,
we had to ensure staff and student
safety at all times. Our visions and
aspirations for the 20/21 academic
year were put on pause and we had
to become more agile, and reactive
to circumstances beyond our control.

Our students are at the heart of everything
we do, and this has never been more
pertinent than during the pandemic and the
intermittent lockdowns. We had to modify our
communication methods to respond to your
needs, as the student body. We, at the SU, were
on hand to support you with your concerns,
ranging from financial issues, online accessibility,
mental health and well-being, and ensuring we
provided a range of activities and events too.
Students and staff had to work remotely, which
was a difficult adjustment for many.
The fundamentals of the Students’ Union have
not changed but how we deliver our services
has and we are proud of how everyone has
come together over the past year.
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Wolves SU is an independent charity,
and its sole aim is to put students at
the heart of everything we do. We offer
a fully inclusive range of services and
activities to make sure your university
experience is the best it can be.

Every student is
automatically entitled
to be a member of the
Students’ Union.

Membership is free
and comes with so
many benefits.

“The SU should be
a natural part of
University life...”
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Strategic Plan
2021 – 2024
Nirmla Devi MBE joined the Students’ Union
as CEO in September 2020 and she has
undertaken a new and more strategic
approach to how we communicate with you,
our members.

Our Core Values
Our Vision

Our Mission

Proudly Wolverhampton. Inspiring and
empowering all students to get the best out of
university life.

At the heart of the student community, making
student life better, amplifying student voices,
providing exciting opportunities and delivering
services with impact.

Our key messages are;
Belonging, Identity and Community - You
are a member of our community

During March 2021, we pro-actively engaged
with our members and 1,139 of you took part in
a quantitative survey, with an additional 46 in
a qualitative survey. This gave us an amazing
amount of data about how you think and feel
about us as an organisation and what we need
to do for you – now and in the future.
From this data, we have devised a three-year
strategic plan; which is about to be launched in
November 2021. This will address and create a
sharp focus on four key messages which came
through from listening to you.

Wellbeing - We care about you and your
wellbeing
Opportunity - We’re a place of opportunity
for you now and for the future

We support our students to get
the best out of university life.
They will have what they need
to thrive and flourish.

Student Voice - We make sure your voice
is heard
The Sabbatical Officers are your representatives,
and we invite you to connect with them on any
issues which you feel you need help with. They
are based in the Student Union offices and can
be contacted by emailing:
uwsupresident@wlv.ac.uk
uwsuacademic@wlv.ac.uk
uwsucommunity@wlv.ac.uk
uwsudiversity@wlv.ac.uk
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Inclusive

Supportive

“SU has been brilliant
at creating a sense of
community”

Our
Values

Brave
We are strong and proactive.
We are trusted by students who
know we have their back. As
a community we change the
world around us.

This is our Union, we all feel
welcome and part of it.
We respect, welcome and
celebrate students of diverse
backgrounds and identities.

Innovative
We are creative and agile. We
should never stand still. We
never fear change. We actively
seek opportunities that will
have a meaningful impact on
students’ lives
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10 Key Achievements
from 2020–2021
3,625 watched our pre-recorded video events for Freshers 2020
1,139 students took part in our Strategic Planning Student Survey
104 students successfully supported through our hardship fund
100% of the actions raised to the 30 School/Institute Councils were
successfully resolved
1,289 students supported with 1,792 queries covering a range of
topics from academic misconduct, financial guidance and tuition fees
481 Course Reps signed up to ensure YOUR voice is heard
£10,000 won by a student who took part in an enterprise competition
to support their business idea
110% increase in students joining Societies
191 virtual events delivered

“The SU should be a natural
part of Uni life..... it’s useful to
have that support...”
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3,254 students positively affected by the actions of the 19 paid School
Representatives
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Advice &
Representation
The Advice & Representation Centre (better
known as ARC) has the Advice Quality
Standard (AQS) to ensure we deliver the
highest quality advice and support services.
ARC has had a very busy and productive year
and remained open during challenging times
to provide on line advice and support to our
student body.
We increased our access platforms to enable
more students to reach us despite working
remotely from home. Students from all campuses
and venues have accessed our services and
we successfully supported and advised 130%
more students this year. We have assisted 3,046
students and dealt with 3,600 enquiries.
During the pandemic we have seen:
1,538 finance related enquiries. Key issues
including contact with the finance team,
access to the hardship fund, tuition fee
enquiries, university tuition fee debt and
funding delays
1,253 academic related enquiries
128 students were helped through our
Pandemic Support fund by providing
vouchers to shop in ASDA. This was
gratefully supported by Santander Bank
76 students assisted in housing disputes
and release from their contracts.
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Through the Academic year 2020/2021 these
enquiries were supported through:
Telephone

Quotes from
students that have
used our services...

“I value the things you have taught
me… it will enable me to become more
assertive to think more before I purchase
something from a company to ensure it
doesn’t happen again. I didn’t have any
of this knowledge before…”

Email through the enquiry form
Teams/Zoom appointments and drop ins
Chatify – LiveChat
We achieved some significant outcomes for
students and a total of £205,918 in financial
gains this year. This includes:
Student retention
Financial gain for the student

“Thank you for your
assistance on the
previous matter. With your
help and guidance they
upheld the Appeal.”

We have also had a number of other positive
outcomes including:
Client stress and anxiety reduction
Students feeling empowered to work
independently
Improvement in student’ emotional
wellbeing
Students feeling that their situation has
improved

Next 12 Months
ARC will be focussed on continuing to
provide high quality accessible services to
our students- both face to face and on line.
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Events & Activities
We delivered 191 virtual events to provide
a variety of positive experiences for our
members during the pandemic.

This included:
Freshers’ 20/21, we delivered a programme of 43
virtual events between 21st September and 4th
October. These were a mixture of live events and
pre-recorded videos which were published on
our social media channels.
Between 5th October and 23rd October, we
delivered 9 virtual events including yoga,
meditation, Pilates, quizzes and student drop-ins.
Between 26th October and 30th October,
delivered a programme of 26 virtual events for
postgraduate students.
Between 17th November and 15th January,
we led the creation and delivery of an events
programme consisting of 45 virtual events,
including, cooking, crafting, society games
nights and sport challenges, as part of a joint
initiative with the University called “Light the
Way”.
In November, during the second lockdown,
we teamed up with the Sant Zora Singh Lopon
Charitable Trust to provide hot food to students
to celebrate Diwali. This was featured on
BBC Midlands Today as part of how the West
Midlands were celebrating Diwali in lockdown.
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In December, we collaborated with The Initiatives
for Regional and International Development
(IRiD), the Redeemed Christian Church of
God (RCCG) and the Soughtout Assembly
to support students over the Christmas break
with free food parcels. Deliveries were made
to both the University and private run student
accommodation units in Wolverhampton and
Walsall as well direct to students who lived in
private residences.
This was featured on the regional news feature
of Good Morning Britain as part of how students
were being supported at Christmas during the
pandemic
During December, we teamed up with the
Mid Counties Coop and distributed boxes of
free snacks and sweets in the Library on City
Campus to students who were studying over the
Christmas period.
Between 18th January and 30th January, we
delivered 32 virtual events as part of the ReFreshers’ program.
Between February and May we delivered 36
virtual events which included weekly fitness
classes, themed quizzes and international
student drop-ins.
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Walsall Lounge

Because of the nationwide lockdown and the
trading restrictions in place, we were unable
to open the SU Lounge at Walsall campus
until the 19th October 2020, at which time we
were able to offer a takeaway service and
a supporting presence to the few students
that remained on campus. We continued to
provide the facility to students under whatever
restrictions were in place until the end of May.

We opened an SU Information Point in the
Jerome K Jerome building on the Walsall
Campus between the 21st September 2021 to
the 4th December 2021 and provided support
and information to 407 students during this time.
We continued to run the usual weekly Lounge
Quiz on line as part of the regular events
programme.
In May 2021 we collaborated with The Sant Zora
Singh Lopon Charitable Trust and distributed
50 food parcels to students living at the Walsall
campus.
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“Social events make
up a Student Union”
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Societies
Despite the setbacks of the COVID-19
pandemic on engagement, societies have
seen real achievements this academic year.
Whilst societies have not met in person and all
activities have moved online, we have 1,049
memberships and 36 active societies. Due
to the change, they have had to re-establish
themselves on a virtual platform and in total
we have had 72 events being run by societies
throughout the academic year.

Within this climate we have seen new societies
start up including the Chess society and Howl
Radio. Furthermore, our new ‘Adopt a Society’
idea has seen two inactive societies, Wolves
Christian Union society and Wolverhampton
Navigators, become active again. ‘Adopt a
Society’ has proven to be a success and we
have 7 more societies on this list in the process
of being adopted.
Work has been started on delivering more
appropriate training for the societies and
understanding how to improve society growth
moving forward. These changes alongside the
passion and enthusiasm of the societies will set
the 2021-2022 academic year to be a success.
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Key Figures:
36 active societies
1,049 memberships
489 members
72 society events
Next 12 Months
Moving forward into the new year, greater
support will be provided to societies, allowing
them to grow and increase their engagement
numbers. This will help to create a further
sense of community at Wolverhampton that, in
turn will improve the student experience and
student wellbeing.

“The only way you can
make an impact is by
getting involved”
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Student Voice
The Students’ Union introduced School/
Institute level Councils across the University,
which are an open student platform for course
representatives to raise feedback on behalf
of their course. The Council is chaired by the
School/Institute Reps for their respective
School/Institute, to facilitate student voice
Next 12 Months
feedback at a local level at the end of each
Student Voice will continue to develop its
semester; allowing students an independent
services and there will be a particular focus on:
platform to have their voices heard and the
Sharing success stories and celebrating
Students’ Union to strengthen its accessibility for
student voice wins
students to do this.
Continue to identify key issues, campaign
One of their key priorities has been the reward
for changes and work with the University
and recognition of our student leaders who
to implement solutions that improve the
engage within our representation system- to
student experience
recognise the contributions of our course reps,
Student Voice in Figures
and everything they have done to improve
the learning and teaching environment at the
481 Course Reps across the University with
University.
82% completing training
This year we tackled a variety of themes in
Student Voice, the biggest has been surrounding
the challenges students faced with online
delivery of teaching and the impact this had
on the student experience. The information
we collated about their experiences was via
our representation channels, trending across
all three faculties. We worked collaboratively
with the University to raise the student voice
on the elements of the learning and teaching
environment that needed consideration to ensure
the best type of blended learning was delivered
for students for the new academic year.
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“My role as a School Rep for SHIPSs has given
be so many opportunities and experienceswhich has helped me grow my own personal
skills too. My main focus was raising the student
voice from my school to improve the student
experience. I’ve had many successes along the
way. Such as, being able to assist and provide
advice to several students who experienced
issues with online submission, by working
collaboratively with the University we resolved
this for the students, reduced their stress and
improved their academic experience. This part
of my role has been the most rewarding- getting
to improve the experience of others.”

380 Course Reps received a certificate
and cover letter to recognise their work
19 paid School Representatives were
implemented across the University who
addressed 1,179 enquiries that had an
impact on the student experience of
3,254 students
Successful delivery of 30 School/Institute
Councils for the first time, which saw 378
actions raised with 100% of them being
resolved and the feedback loop closed
to students

“I also looked to provide
social opportunities for
students too, such as,
hosting the quiz night for the
Conservative Society to help
students build that sense of
community and have fun!”

“My experiences have been
so beneficial and helped
me understand the roles
of the Students’ Union and
University better in a role
that I’ve really enjoyed whilst
being able to help those
around me too”
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Student Change
Elections

Liberation Reps

This year we saw 32 students run in our March
elections, the highest number since 2016! These
candidates were from a the most diverse range
of backgrounds and range of academic areas.
In total 633 individual votes were cast, this is an
increase on last year’s number of 576 and we
want to recognise the hard work and dedication
of the candidates and staff who rose to the
challenge of running this election entirely online!

Wolverhampton Students’ Union recognises the
need to represent all student demographics in
its decision-making processes. The Vice President
Diversity identified the need for Liberation reps
to be appointed to help inform decision making
and policy creation within the Students’ Union
and University. These positions will sit on Student
Council to make sure all student voices at
Wolverhampton University are heard and focus
on improving a sense of belonging.

Next 12 Months
We will be looking forward to relaunching the
Democracy aspects of the Students’ Union
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“The role has been
fantastic. Community
among the School
Reps is good”
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Students’ Union
Awards
The Students’ Union Awards are one of the
biggest annual events in the Students’ Union
calendar and allow us to celebrate the hard
work, the dedication of achievements of our
staff and students. This year we received 201
nominations for 16 awards. The SU Awards
were held virtually on the 6th of May, with just
over 100 people attending live. This video has
now been watched by 739 people with the
post having a reach of 4,327.

Lecturer
of the Year (FEHW)
Michelle Gibson

Lecturer
of the Year (FABSS)
Marc Austin

Dissertation Supervisor
of the Year
Laura Rhoden
Dr Nicholas Musgrove
Award for Academic Support
Georgia Perrin

Here are the winners:

Course Rep
of the Year (FABSS)
Katie Walker

Course Rep
of the Year (FSE)
Tayabah Arub
Mahmood

Course Rep
of the Year (FEHW)
Taiyla Howard

Lecturer
of the Year (FSE)
Dr Dan Appasamy

Student Staff
Member of the Year
Jaghvir Singh

Championing Diversity
at the University Award
(Student)
Sela Hendrix

School Rep
of the Year
Christopher Gettins
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Pastoral Care
Award
John Holmes

Championing
Diversity at the
University Award (Staff)
Shirin Housee
Teaching
Excellence Award
Abigail Pearce

Society
of the Year
Doctoral
Student Society

Society Event
of the Year
LGBT+ Society Transgender
Day of Remembrance
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The Year in Numbers
52,282
Website Users in 20/21
539,745
Page Views in 20/21
6,654
Facebook Likes
5,856
Twitter Followers
1,517
Instagram Followers
50.8% Satisfaction
In NSS Survey which is just below the
national average.

Financial Statement
Trading activity income from the Lounge
at Walsall together with our on campus
advertising and Freshers activities both in
September and January were significantly
restricted for a second year running. We were
able to open the Lounge and offer a take away
service for a limited time only and advertising
screens were powered down in March 2020.
We did however still generate advertising &
media income of £6,836 in the year.
Although working remotely we continued to
provide virtual events for our students with the
aim of improving the student experience and
reducing the effects of isolation, together with
supporting their health and wellbeing. Over
the year we spent £15,565 on activities which
included an extended Welcome programme
of events from September through to the end
of January together with Halloween Crafting,
Pilates, Yoga, Bollywood Dance Classes, Disco
Bingo and not forgetting our Weekly Quiz.

We received funding of £1,500 in the year
from Santander to support our Students facing
hardship and we distributed shopping vouchers
in the year to the value of £6,160 to our students
who were in need of support.
We employed part time student staff during
the year who worked across all areas of the
organisation including Student Voice, Marketing,
Administration & HR and The Lounge. They
worked a total of 9,889 hours and were paid a
total of £ 98,956.
Our total income this year was £1,199,849 with
83.3 % of the Students’ Union’s total income
coming from the University Block Grant. 0.7% of
the total income was Trading Activity Income.
Our total Expenditure in the year was
£1,130,513.

We invested £5,153 on equipment to enable the
team to continue to support our students while
working remotely during the pandemic.

1,721 Responses
To surveys conducted by the Students’
Union in 20/21.
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